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ABSTRACT

Based on McClelland's need theory, thij investigation represents
an attempt to develop and test a research jnstrument for measuring
power, achievement, and-affiliation motive,.
is the power motive.

The primary study variable

The significance of the study is supported by·

literature citing the need for instruments to ~nhance power research
in nursing.

A 32-item instrument, the Behavior-Oriented Motive Measure-

ment (BOMM), was designed by the investigajor as an alternative to
existing more complex and lengthy motive mlasurements·.
the BOMM is·intended to minimize the time

~equired for

.

The design of
completion and

to enhance feasibility for use in nursing 1rganizational settings.
This investigation included two BOMM tlst administrations.

I .

Subjects

.

consisted of a. convenience sample of 26 graduate nursing students,: .16 of ·
whom repeated testing three weeks later.to provide data for testretest reliability estimates.

Reliabilities for internal consistency,

content validity and convergent validity
The BOMM was judged to have content

expert judges' assessment.

In this

wrre

also estimated.

va~idity

measur~,

·on the basis of

the power and achievement

scales demonstrated acceptable levels of internal consistency with

standardized alphas of .71 and .56, respeclively in Test 1 and
alphas of

.78 and .73 in Test 2. The powjr motive scale demonstrated

an acceptable test-retest reliability: r

·~·.50.

This is somewhat

low, but comparable to that of other motile measures.
evidence is cited to support the notion

t~at

Conceptual

there may be no need

to expect high test;_,retest reliabilities for motive measurements.
Convergent validity of the power and achievement scales was evidenced
v

by relatively high correlations with the-Manifest Needs Questionnaire(MNQ) (r

= .76, p = .001) and (r = .72, p = :001).

Acceptable

levels of reliability and validity were not obtained for the affiliation
scale.

On the basis of reliability and val-idity coefficients obtained,

the conclusion is drawn

~hat

the power and achievement- scales of

the BOMM may be useful tools for further research on the power
motive.·
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A ,Behavior-Oriented Approach to Measuring the Power Motive
Chapter 1
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Introduction
Professional nurses increasingly agree that because power exists
and is a reality in their·work setting, it must be accepted, understood, utilized and evaluated (Chater, 1983).

This position is

partially supported by the current proliferation of "power" articles in
the ·nursing literature.

The problem, however, is that these articles

include very few empirical research studies.

If professional nurses

are to acquire and utilize power effectively, a reversal of this
problem is essential (Beck, 1982).
One approach to power research among other disciplines, has been
the determination of the relative strength of individuals' power motives
within a psychological. framework.

While this approach has been of. value

from a theoretical perspective, questions continue to be raised as to
the methods employed to measure these motives.
This investigation represents an attempt to develop and test an
objective motive measurement; one that is reliable, easy to administer
and 'sufficiently brief, so as to require minimal time for completion.
These features are 1ntended to intensify the feasibility of its use for
research in a nursing organization setting.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this investigation was to develop a behavior-oriented
instrument to measure power, achievement and affiliation motives.

These

Power. Motive
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motive~

are· also referred to as- the need for·. powe,r, need for achieve-

ment,_ and need for affiliation (Murray, 1938; McClelland, 1975).
investigator's primary focus is the. power motive~'

The

However, since

"
motivational . needs· are rarely
manifested in isolation, the power· motive

is frequently measur-ed within.a trichotOmy of motives.

This approach,·

i.e., inclusion.6f_a11 thr~e. motives, provides a basis.fo~ comparing
individual·motive strengths and enhances the interpretation of 'findings
in relation to the· power. motive as a primary study variable (McClelland,
1975) ..

This study was further intended to test the instrument for

validity, stability and internal consistency.
Background and Significance·
Whatever else organizations such as hospitals may be, they are
political structures which. set the stage for the· exercl$e___ of:_ _ power_-___ :
(Zale~nik,

1979).

The· majority of professional nurses work in hospitals,

thus power issues are an integral part of their lives.

More often than

not, however; nurses enter the.ir jobs i.mprepared for the reali t.ies of
power processes (Kramer, 1974;- Cherniss, 1980).

Current nursing liter-

ature is·saturated with articles postulating the existence of this issue
and its determinants.
em~irical

1982).

But·the problem is that there is little or no

nursing research_on

pow~r

to support these postulations {Beck,

Rea-sons for the scarcity of research in this area may be· related

to the difficulty in delineating a study a:Qproach as well as the paucity
of unencumbering instruments to operationalize the concept· of power
(McFarland & Shiftett ,. 1979;- Kemelgor,. 1976; Ste.ers. & ·Braunstein, 1976).
Power can be studied on many_ different levels

"7'-

soc;Letal, ·organ-

:Lzational, and personal.· According to Kemelgor (1976) within eacp.

Power Motive
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level, .there is a distinct power process-.

He further theorizes that

each power process _has entities (individual,- group) with
.

..

'

.

'

c~rtain

.

.

ante-

.

cedent "felt" needs (motives) and.perceptions;.arid that before ·understanding the translation, of·. macro--level organizational power into
society, one· must first ·understand the translation of micro-level power
of individuals into

org~nizational

outcomes· (Kemelgor, 1976).

It seems

logical then to study the identification of individual power motives-.
For example, research findings regarding the power.motive of individual
nurses may a·id the nursing administrator in the selection and placement
of the "right" people to_ produce desirable change·s· (Lei~inger; 1978) .·
Investigation of the power motive along with other motivational
needs has received increasing attention-among administrative, psychology and social p-sychology research studies (McClelland, 1975; ~inter, .

1973; Fodar & Farrow, 1979; .Harrell&· Stahl, 1981).
is desirable from

a

While such a. trend

conceptual ·stahdpo:j_nt, its advent has: been made

difficult by the scarcity of practical research instruments· to measure
these motives.

The Thematic App·ercept'ion Test (TAT) measurements that

are recommended by McClelland arid his· associates are not only

time~

consuming and expensive, but are of questionable validity, as are most
project:l,ve measures (Lindgren, 1976).

Furthermore, the most frequently

used objective measures (e.g., Edwards Personal Preference Schedule ancf
Personality Research Form) typically require up to one hour for
completion..

This time requirement severely hampers questionnaire

research in all but the most tolerant organizations (Steers & Braunstein,

1976) .. It appears, therefore that. research on nursing power could be
enhanced by the design of an alternative motive measurement for practical

Power.Motive
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· use by nurses in their work setting·.
This investigation is .not· only meaningful in· that· it specifi'cally
atternpts·to address some of· the above noted problems; but is pertinent.
to nursing·research.in general .. As einph13:sized byVentura, Hinshaw, and
Atwood (1981), ·a priority in nursing research is·_ the need to develop
instruments to·be used by nurses to index behaviors, interactions, and
other significant variables in the-·.health care system.

They further

·ernphasi·ze that. though many .of these variables have been indexed by other
scientists, they must be tested for applicability to nursing.

This

investigation could provide useful inforf!lation·regarding the adaptability of McClelland's

motiv~

theory to nursing instrumentation and

research.
Conceptual Framework
The development of the proposed instrument, ·called the BehaviorOriented Motive Measurement (BOMM) is based primarily on.McClelland's·
trichotomy of needs theory· ·(McClelland, 1955, 1961, 1975).

The rationale

for this theory was first conceptuall.zed by Murray· ( 1938) .

His begin-.

ning postulation was that individuals have motives q.nd that these motives
can be . studied as arousers and directors of behavior. · Through
.McClelland's efforts, this concept of motives was bJ;"ought under experimental_ control ·and st.udied ·more completely for its influence on behavior.
The ba'sic assumptions that' underlie McClelland Is need theory and
the ·present. investigation are as follows:
1.

An individual's cultural development includes the acquisition

of moti -yes .or needs., (also cailed motivational needs) .
2.

A· motive is manifested when it is objectifie-d in overt behavior

Power Motive
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that engages_ itself with real objects (Murray, 1938).

3.

An individual will engage in certain behaviors as a function

of the strength of certain motives at a given point in time.

4.

These motives

c~n

be measured based on the manner in which

individuals attempt :to fulfill or satisfy them in everyday situations.
(Murray, 1938; Zedeck & Blood:, 1974; Steers & Braunstein,

5.

1976)~

The power, achievement and affiliation motives. represent

important needs in determining work attitudes, choices and behavior
(Murray, 1938; McClelland, Atkinson, Clark & Lowell, 1953; Steers and
Braunstein, 1976; Harrell & Stahl, 1981).
According to this theory (McClelland, 1955), a motive. is a hypothetical construct that occurs between a stimulus and a resulting action
pattern.
others.

It directs behavior toward certain end effects rather than
McClelland (1955) further theorizes that this directional

behavior dep.ends not only on factors that are innate, but to a great
extent. on those>factors that are acquired through personal experience and
constant exercise. 'This concept of motives. as systematic influences on
behavior is also reflected in Vroom's (1964) expectancy theory.

Like

need theory, expectancy theory proposes that individuals have control
over their motivated activities.

In both theories, motivation is con-

sidered as a process which governs choices among alternative forms of
voluntary behavior.
Research studies have led to the identification of numerous
motivational needs, including: abasement, achievement, autonomy, deference

Power Motive
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dominance*, endurance, nurturance, order, etc. (Murray, l938;·Atkinson,

& Raynor,

1978)~

However, McClelland has demo.nstrated'that motives

particularly relevant in organizational settings are the power, achievement, and affiliation.

-These motives are .defined as follows:

Power motive '(riPow) - The desire to have an impact, to be
strong and influential; the. desire to influence others to
accompli.sh goals.

The power motive has been dichotomized

into two dimensions - socialized power and personal power
(McClelland, 1970).

Socialized power, which is the focus

of the BOMM, is often manifested by behaviors that influence others to meet organizational goals.

On the

contrary, personal power is associated with behavior
_ dep~cting_personal dominance or aggression.
Achievement motive (nAch)- The desire to do things-well
and to make individual accomplishments without involving
·others; an economizing desire to do things better.
Affiliation motive (nAff) - The desire for love and warm
personal relations with others; concern with making and
having friends ..
As evident by the major assumptions and postulations that underlie
this conceptual framework; the power, achievement and affiliation

*Murray (1938, p.82, 146) defines the 'dominance motive' as the "desire
for power."

McClelland (1975) and other more recent motive researchers

refer to this motive as the 'power motive'.

For the purpose of this

study, as supported·by the literature, the power and dominance motives
are used interchangeably (Steers & Braunstein, 1976).

Power Motive.
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motives are not directly measurable as are height, 'weight,. or length.
In the case of motives as with many other.more abstract concepts (i.e.,
anxiety, depression, .patient or staff satisfaction, role ambiguity),
there is a certain inexap.-tness about what 'is being measured.
one cannot observe a motive.

O~e

Obviously,

can only measure behavior that is

assumed to be representative of the motive (Craighead, Kaydin & Mahoney,

1976}.

Since the need theory implies that motives determine certain

behaviors, these behaviors can function as quantums of individuals'
motives strengths.

Winter (1973) and McClelland (1975) have identified

numerous behaviors that appear consistently related to expression of the
three study motives.

These behaviors provided the foundation for develop-

ment of the BOMM.
In accordance_ with the overall underpinnings of McClelland's need
theory, the BOMM was designed as a composite of behavioral statements
intended to reflect people's methods of interacting or their choices
of activities in_ everyday situations.

The investigator contends that.

this design enhances objectivity and feasibility of use in
organizational settings.

Power Motive
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
This literature revxew include-s- discussion of research in the
following areas: 1) :Power Motive, 2) Achievement and Affiliation
Motives, and 3) Motive Measurement and Instrumentation.
Power Motive·
To better understand the role of power in human situations,
psychologists have attempted to define and measure the power motive.
After 20 years of pioneering work with the achievement motive, McClelland

(1975)

found.~hat

it did not, as expected, prepare an individual for

effective management.

As a result, attention was focused on the power

motive and its correlates.
McClelland dichotomized the power motive into two dimensions
personal power and

socializ~d

power (McClelland, 1970).

Personal power

has been psychologically described as defensive and as an attempt to
compensate for feelings of weakness (Chater, 1983).

It has been related.

to behavior that implies personal dominance or aggression, such as
\

fighting, sexual conquest and excessive drinking (McClelland, 1970,

1975) .

Socialized power which is the focus of the present .study, has

been characterized by the desire to influence others for the sake of
social, group or organizational goals (McClelland, 1970, 1975:; Winter,

1973; McClelland, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell; I95:3; McClelland
1976; Fodor & Farrow, 1979; Harrell & Stahl, 1981).

wi~h

B"\J.rnham,

Chater (1983) sets

forth an example of leaders exercising socialized power.
select goals for which subordinates

&

These leaders

to work, then encourages or

Power Motive
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motivat·es them to goal achievement..

They give group members a feeling

of strength and competence, and in the process make new leaders.
Through repeated research efforts, Winter (1973) and McClelland

(1975) identified five predominant concerns related to individual
expression of the power motive.

l)

These were:

Influencing ~ The process of altering the conduct, thought,
or character of others; having an effect on the condition
or development of an individual's goals and/or objectives.

2) Impacting - The imposing of impressions on others.

Having

The notable ability to arouse and hold attention and interest.
3) Prestige - Standing ·or estimation ·in the· .eyes· ·Of otner

people.

4) Maintaining - Keeping in a state of efficiency or effectiveness; preserving from failure or _decline:
5) Establishing -

Assisting, supporting or nurt.uring .. so, that

stability and continuance are assured; bringing into
existence; creating, originating or founding.
These constituents provided the basis for TAT power motive
measurements.

For example, power imagery is scored in an imaginative

story if individuals show concern about.their impact or about
establishing, maintaining or restoring something (Winter, 1973).
Innumerable research studies conducted by McClelland·and
associates::.have shown the power motive (nPow) to be associated with
effective management, winning elections, holding office in organizations,
holding public office and membership in informal and formal sport
groups.

Much research effort has gone into trying to find out how

Power Motive
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people high in nPow behave in contrast to people low in nPow.

Winter

(1973) summarized a number of such studies . . Results of these studies
coincided with McClelland's ·findings and gave further
insight into how
.
.

\ the power motive functions in organizational settings.

Evidence along

these lines was presented in a study of the motivational profiles of
top managers in a large American corporation (Winter & Stewart, 1975).
Managers' nPow scores were correlated with subordinate morale as .
measured by scores on Organizational Clarity and Team Spirit (Litwin

& Stringer, 1968).

Out of'49 top managers tested, subordinates of 26

reported above-ave.rage morale and 23 reported below-average morale.
Of the 26 managers in charge of high morale divisions·, 88% had high
nPow, contrasted with only 30% of the managers ... of· .low.er-morale·: di vi1.sions.
This difference was highly significant statistically (~

2

=

17.4,

p = • 001).
The literature included one nursing resea::P.ch study with a TAT
measurement of the power motive (Christensen, Lee & Bugg, 1979).

Nurse

practitioners' power, achievement, and affiliation motives were compared
with job performance and production measures.

Production in this study

was operationalfzed by the total number of professional activities performed, including: health screening, health maintenance, patient
medical care management, and hospital duty.

The highest producing

nurse practitioners had low to moderate nPow, moderate nAch and high
nAff.

In contrast, the practitioners who produced least had high nPow,

moderate to high nAch, and low nAff.

These researchers concluded that

in support of McClelland's findings, the clinical practitioners· ·who
produced least may have been more suited for managerial positions

Power Motive
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They cautioned, howeyer, that despite. this tendency toward.congruency, .·
·addi t.ional research is needed .to confirm ·the applicability of the .
trichotomyof needs to

~ursing.
·~

Further information ·regarding the power motive can be. surmised
from other nursing.research
measurement.

stud~es

using_different approaches to.need·

For example·; .the California. Psychological .Inventory

(Bures, 1972) was. used to measure the dominance motive (nDom) in a study
of the personality profile and leadership of medical-surgic9-l and
psychiatric nursing s.tudents ( Gilberi; 1975).

Though the power motive

was not a study variable, findings pertaining to the nDom
corresponded with McClel,land '.s nPow findings.

seal~

Gilbert ( 1975) reported

that· psychiatric students ·tended to have moderately higher n:Dom·and
significantly higher nAff than did medical-surgical students.

Using

the Edwards Personal Preference·Schedule (Buras, 1972) to measure the
nDom, Bailey and Claus (1969) condu~te.d a comparative analysis of .the.
personality structure of nursing students.

They found that nursing

student·s .ranked lower· on nDom and nAch scales than did medical students
anO. general college women.

Levitt, Lubin and·zuckerman (1982)' made

similar conclusibns in a comparative study of student nu;rses, graduate
nurses.and_other college·women.
McClelland has.demonstrated· in numerous investigations and training endeavors that the nPow and nAch can·be learned (McClelland & Burnham,

1976).

This notion has been ·ques'tioned on the basis of a large body of .

literature which argues that the acquisition of·matives normally·occurs
in childhood and is very difficult to alter in adulthood (Gibson;
Ivancevich &·Donnelly, 1982).

McClelland acknowledged the need·for

,·;

Power Motive
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for further research in the area, but cited evidence in politics and
religion to indicate that adult behaviors can be changed (McClelland,

1953).

If his contentions about training are correct, this approach

could have widespread implications for nursing education, practice and
research.
Researeh has shown that many managers have a high nPow.

As

categorical as, this statement may sound, it is riot intended- as an all
embracing conclusion.

_A manager's effectiveness and creative ability

arealso influenced by other motives, skills and values that she or he
brings to the job.

Effective leadership may·indeed be a function of

a manager's ability to understand his/her

o~n

power motive and enjoy

using it in creative and satisfying ways ('Chater, 1983).
Since this investigation approaches the measurement of the power
motive within a motive trichotomy, it seems appropriate to give some
attention to the other two motives.

These motives, achievement and

affiliation, are discussed in the· succeeding s·ection.
Achievement and Affiliation Motives
Innumerable books and articles have summarized research studies on
the achievement motive.

While this motive has received the largest

share of attention in terms of work-related research, later investigations
indicate that the affiliation motive can also be important in determin-ing work behavior (Steers & Braunstein, 1976; McClelland, et al, 1953;
McClelland, 1961; Lindgren, 1976; Heckhausen, 1967; Bessmer & Ramanaich,

· 1981).

The concern of this section is not with the details of these

investigations but rather with the major findings.

Other findings are

found with previously cited studies on the power motive.

Power Motive
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Empirical research provides overwhelming evidence that the achievement motive is associated with entrepreneurship, career success, high
academic achievement, olympic competition and unique accomplishments
such as invention and ar-tistic creation (McClelland, 1953, 1961).
Activities associated with the affiliation motive include: establishing
and maintaining·friendly relations, mothering, nurturing, socializing,
and working ·in helping professions such as ministry, social work,
nursing, and marriage counseling (McClelland, et al, 195J; Schater,
1959; Atkinson & Raynor, 1978; Sid & Lindgren, 1981).

Ko1b and Boyatzis

(1979) demonstrated, however, that in some situations, people high in
nAff are ineffective as,_ helpers.

They reasoned that these people may

fear disrupting relationships if forthrightness and confrontation are
needed.
Research has further ·shown that nAch and nAff are negatively related
and often incompatible with each other (Heckhausen, 1967).

For example,

nAch is ·evident as. individuals pursue· activities that are self-oriented
whereas nAff is evident as individuals engage in activities that are
other-oriented.

The former individuals are more frequently concerned

about discovering, developing and testing their own competencies,
whereas the latter are more concerned about strengthening bonds of
acceptance,. loyalty and affection between themselves and others ( DeCharfns,
1968; McClelland, 1961; McClelland, et al, 195:3; Sid & Lindgren, 1981) .
This view of incompatibility seems defensible from a common sense
viewpoint as well:

an individual who has a high nAch and thus an

intense concern about developing a:Q.d imp:r:oving new skills, may be able
to do so to the extent that dependency relationships are kept minimal
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even at the risk of alienation.

Furthermore, high achievement may tend
~

to evoke jealousy.and envy from close associates who are less success-·
ful.

This motive contrast has complemented the rationale for a number

of force-choiced motive ·measurement designs,

including Edwards Personal

Preference Schedule (EPPS), and NACH-NAFF scale (Buras, 1972; Lindgren,
1976).
A number of motive research studies have attempted to associate
nAch and nAff with gender as well as with various professional and
vocational groups or· academic study areas.

One such study examined

motive differences among male and female undergraduates who majored in·
business, marketing, nursing education or psychology (Sid & Lindgren,
1981) . . Findings revealed'that 1) male

mar~eting

majors scored higher

in nAch and lower in nAff than other subjects;·2) female education and
nursing majors

sco~ed low~r

in nAch and higher in nAff than other

subjects; and 3) males scored generally higher in nAch if they were
business majors, but lower if they were psychology majors.

An unexpected

finding in this study was that females scored higher in nAch if they
were psychology majors, but lower if they were business majors.
a series of studies involving

ba~

After

tellers, college students, Chinese

speaking immigrants and expectant mothers, Lindgren (1976) concluded
that: 1) college students scored higher on nAch than bank tellers;
I

2) expectant mothers scored the lowest in nAch and the highest in nAff,
while 3) Chinese speaking immigrants scored the highest in nAch.
Some essential points of the studies reported thus far·are that:
1) individuals do have different motives and they do consequently
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behave differently in various situations, including the work setting
and 2) a better understanding· of the power motive may lead·to a better
understanding of individual power processes in the organization as
related to effective management, leadership behavior, appropriate
career choices and

~taff

morale.

similar theoretical backgrounds,

Though· these studies have shared
~pproaches

to

operationali~ing

the

motives havevaried widely. ·This area is .addressed in the following
section on motive measurement and instrumentation.
Motive Measurement and Instrumentation
Previous attempts to measure McClelland's motive trichotomy have
encountered several difficulties.

Jhe instrument most often used is

the Thematic Apperception Test .(TAT) (Murray, 1938;

~vinter,

1973;

~-~ -~-~ --~ -~-~ ·-·· · · ~~~--M~~-~el~~r:_~:;~_-_1_~7'5}.- · --The···TAT i~· __ a projective- measure asking subjects to

write a series of stories ·about numerous ambiguous pictures that are
presented to them.

These stories are subsequently analyzed to identify

the strength of each need·(Winter, 1973).

The advantage of the TAT is

that it controls for social desirability and is more effective in
reaching an individual's underlying motives, dominant drives, emotions,
sentiments, and other complexities of the personality (Swartz, 1978).
A frequent criticism of this measurement is its low test-retest reliabilities (Entwhist'J?e,l972; Fineman (1977).

Mischel (1968) has argued, -

however, that it may not be reasonable to expect high test-retest
reliabilities with regard to motive measurements.

He contends that the

manifestation of a motive may be highly specific in nature and may to
some extent be a function of the situation a person is in.

This con-

tention is further supported by Korman (1974) who suggests that though
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some consistency should always be expected, the actual degree of testretest correlatLon (even. in a good measure) would most likely be low.
(i.e., alphas from .40 to .50).
/

A major problem with the TAT, ·however, is that there is serious
doubt as to the basis of its validity in ·given situations (Korman, 1974).
Research has shown that responses on the TAT may vary according to
1) the coding system used to analyze the narrative type responses, 2)
the person doing the coding, and 3) the person actually administering
the test (Murstein, 1963).

Such subjectivity and inconsistency in

scoring. severely hampers determination of construct validity (Polit &
Hungler, .1978) .

Another problem with the TAT motive measurement is

related to the underlying assumption that the more ambiguous the
pictures are, the more likely the res:Ro.r1se_ is _to :reflect _the true nature· -of the subject's motive (Murstein, 1963).

Murstein demonstrated that

extremely ambiguous :pictures can lead to a lack of understanding and
consequently prompt the subject to give a superficially pleasant
response.
Still another problem is that analysis of TAT motive measures
require advanced expertise.

But even an expert's intepretations of TAT

results are at best, an art (Gibson, Ivancevich & Donnely, 1982).

This

method has also been described as cumbersome, expensive, and timeconsuming (Harrell & Stahl, 1981).

Despite its numerous shortcomings,

the TAT remains the most widely used motive· measurement.
Harrell and Stahl (1981) proposed another method for measuring
the trichotomy of needs.

Their

m~thod

involved modeling a person's

decision-making behaviors to determine how she/he would weigh nPow, nAch.
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and nAff.

In an initial attempt to establish validity of this decision-

making. exercise, data werecollected across three populations.

These

included 161 scientists and engineers; 149 air force officer graduate
students,: and 94 manage-rs.

Some of· the -major conclusions were:

1)

management executives had high nPow, whereas scientists, engineers, and
graduate students had high nAch; 2) officer performance. scores correlated
with nPow, whereas student grade point averages correlated with nAch.
Subsequent validation steps by·Stahl and Harrell (1982) included use of
the behavioral decision exercise

~cross

seven different

popul~tions.

In these studies, over 15 hypotheses_ (derived from McClelland's
regression theories) were supported.

This instrument showed a high

degree of reliability as related to internal consistency (r

= .75

to

.82) as well as high ·test-retest reliabilities which ranged from .76 to
. 89.

Harrell and Stahl's ne\v approach is more re.liable, more objective

and easier to administer than the TAT; however, the instructions for
this behavioral decision-making exercise are( quite complex and detailed
a~d

must be followed very carefully.

probabilities

fro~

is repetitious .

item to item, the

With a change in percentages and
word~ng

of the instrument itself

~=~;~-s,_ :!;_heref'ore, , r-equire

of choices throughout testing.

intense logical deduct ion

This design holds the potential for

c
inaccurate response due to subject frustration, disinterest or boredom-.
Furthermore, this measure generally requires up to 45 minutes or more
for completion (Harrell & Stahl, 1981).

This could severely limit

questionnaire completion in many organizational settings.
Perhaps one of the most brief and objective instruments for measuring
motivational needs in the work setting is the Manifest Need Questionnaire
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(MNQ) (Steers & Braunstein, 1976).

The rationale for the MNQ strongly

supports the development of a behavior-oriented instrument to measure
individual motives.
The MNQ, based on Murray's. (1938) need theory, measures the achieve-:-'
ment, affiliation, :and dominance motives.

Using a behaviorally based

seven-point Likert scale, respondents are asked to designate a category
which best described their behavior in certain work situations.
MNQ contains five items to measure each motive.
validation proceeded through three studies.

The

Its development and

These included 593 subjects:

Study I, 96 management students with part-time or full-time jobs;
Study II, 115 college degree white collar workers at a major automobile
industry; and Study III, 382 hospital employees including administrators,
professionals, clerical and service workers.

According to Steers, the

nDom scale represents what McClelland called nPow.

Findings pertaining

to the nDom·scale were congruent with McClelland's nPow findings.

By

administering the MNQ with a packet of other measures, its consistency
with theory re:lat.e.d.to ·.job att.i tudes, sources of organizational
/

. attachment, job performance, attendance, supervisory· rank and leadership attributes ·:_was. tested.

Some of the findings were as follows:

1) Subjects with high nAch were highly involved in. their work,
committed to the organization, conscious of their role in
the organization, and generally satisfied with their chosen
career.
2) nAch was positively related to hierarchial level in the
organization.

3) nAff was inversely related to the desire to leave one's job.
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4) nDom was positively related to career satisfaction.
5) Subjects high in nDom and nAff tended to have better attendance

records.

6) nDom (comparable."to nPow) was significantly correlated with
supervisory :rank and leadership abilities.
I,

In these studies, the MNQ exhibited reasonable levels of convergent
and discriminant validity, reasonable levels of predictive validity,
and high levels of test-retest reliability ranging from .72 to .86
(Steers & Braunstein, 1976).
Like other motive measurements, the MNQ has a number of
· First, this

instrumen~

proble~s.

offers respondents only five op.portuni ties to

rate the strength of each motive.

While this is a desirable character-

istic in terms of brevity, this would seemingly place considerable
limits on its scope of analysis.

Second, stati?tical analysis revealed

that the nAch scale overlaps excessively with the nDom scale (Steers &
Braunstein, 1976).

This has· also been a problem with other obje·ctive.

motive measurements (Korman, 1974).

A problem of this nature tends to

inflate internal consistency reliabilities (Lake, Miles, & Earle, 1973).
Third, each statement of the MNQ i.s designed with specific reference
to the.job or work setting.

From the standpoint of this investigation;

this feature is favorable to an 'extent.

However, it may be unrealisti-c

to believe that statements pertaining·solely to the job, could provide
many of the cues necessary to prompt responses that are representative
of certain motive strengths.

Finally, though the MNQ's nDom scale

may be considered comparable to McClelland's nPow scale, it seems
that the term nDominance could carry a more negative connotation· than
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would nPower.
The Behavior-Oriented

Motiv~

Measurement (BOMM) as designed by the

investigator, represents an attempt to minimize many of the difficulties
encountered by

previous-~otive

measurements.

administer, and amenable to objective scoring.

It is concise, easy to
The BOMM offers a

broader range 'Gf opportunities to demonstrate a P?-rticular motive than
does the MNQ.

Like the MNQ,. it is intended for use in the work

setting, but the items are designed to include interactive behaviors
that may occur in· the work setting as well as in other everyday situations.
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Chapter 3
INSTRUMENT CONSTRUCTION
Introduction
This chapter

provid~

an overall description of the BOMM.

It

further describes the formation andrationale for the development of
each motive scale.

The criteria f.or testing the instrument are also·

included, along with brief definitions of reliability and validity as
employed for the purpose of this study.
Development of the Scales
The BOMM was designed in two parts.

Part I requested demographic

data for description of the sample population; Part II.contains the
motive measurement scales.

Appendix A contains the first ver.sion of

the BOMM.
The process of developing the measurement scales began with an
exploratory study of theories and research related to the power,· achievement, and affiliation motives.

Since the power motive is the primary

study variable, the intent was to construct items with discrete dimensions
that could be classified into independent scales for research purposes.
To accomplish this, three item pools were generated.

Each was based on

behaviors shown by McClelland (1975), Winter (1973), and Murray (1938)
to correlate with an individual's predominant motive.

As previously

described, power items focused on behaviors that indicated concern for
influencing others.

These items were phrased to reflect goal directed

behaviors in which individuals involved others.by influencing, impacting,
establishing, maintaining or by exemplifying prestige.

Achievement

items focused on behaviors characterizing concern for individual
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accomplishment and affiliation items on concern for warm personal
relations with others.

A number of ideas for item stems were

·selected from questionnaire i terns

struct~red

by Murray (-1938) • These

were reworded to reflect behavioral choices rather than thoughts and
attitudes.
During this stage of development, attempts were made to control
for social_desirability and response set . . One method used was the
construction of subtle statements rather than obvious

ones~

For

example, one item designed to depict power motive behavior was: "I
seek an active role in leading group activities" rather than "I try
to maintain power in group situations".

Another strategy was to

carefully phrase iristructions·with focus on choices of actions rather
than motives or behaviors.

The instrument was entitled Behavior-

Oriented Motive Measurement, in accord. with 'its design.

But for

the purpose of administration, the final tool is entitled "Choice
of Action. Scale".

"Action" was considered less threatening and less

likely to prompt socially acceptable responses

(Se~Appendix

B). To

forestall response set; items pertaining to each motive were intermingled and arranged in a sequence determined by random selection.

In

addition, several items were negatively phrased for reverse scoring.
Based on McClelland's conviction that needs are a function of
degree as opposed to all O! nothing, items were placed on a 5-point
Likert scale.

Subjects were to describe the degree to which they do

certain things by indicating always, almost always, usually, seldom,
or never.
The first draft of the BOMM was comprised of 50 items: 20 power,
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15 achievement and 20 affiliation.

For initial debugging and refine-

ment, this draft was reviewed in separate sessions with two experts one administrator with expertise in questionnaire development and
one professor with expertise in psychology and-organizational behavior.
;

During these sessions, ·each item was examined for content omissions,
ambiguity, redundancy, clarity, structural flow, predictability,
consistency and other determinants of appropriateness.

Items judged

"inappropriate" or "uncertain" were either rewritten or eliminated.
One major change was the deletion of power items that focused on
prestige behaviors.

It was decided that these items were less

. pertinent since the intended emphasis of the BOMM was socialized
power (influence for the sake of organizational goals).

The result:-·

of this initial debugging process was a 35-i tern quest-ionnaire with
13 power, 11 achievement, and 11 affiliation items.
the first testing of the BOMM.

This represented

Revisions following testing and

analysis resulted in the final 32-i tern BOMM·.
Testing Cri t·e-ria
Reliability.

The first criterion for reliability testing of the

BOMM was to estimate its internal consistency by means of the alpha
coefficient (Cronbach, 1970).

Reliability refers to the ·consistency

with which a measurement yields the same results on repeated administration (Waltz & Bausell, 1981).
reliability estimates:

There are two major types of

internal consistency and stability (test-retest).

Because the major source of measurement error is likely to be content
sampling and internal consistency, Nunnally· (1978) suggests that
coefficient alphas should be obtained before any other type of
reliability estimates.
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The second criterion for testing was to assess stability of the
instrument by means of a test-retest reliability correlation.

Stability

reflects the degree to which a measurement ranks subj.ect responses the
same on repeate<?- trials ·(walt:z

&

Bausell, l981).

To assess stability of

the BOMM, the Pearson correlation coefficient (Polit & Hungler, 1978)
was used to correlate subject scores for. one testing period with repeat
test scores of the same subjects three weeks·later.
Validity.

Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument

measures what it purports to measure (Polit & Hungler, 1978).

The

object of validity testing then is to determine whether or not an
"'
instrument is useful for the purposes for which it was constructed.
criteria were established for validity testing of the BOMM.

Two

These

included content validity estimation and convergent validity estimation.
Content validity is concerned with the sampling adequacy of the content.·
being measured (Polit & Hungler, 19T8); and ~onvergent validity is concerned with the degree to which different-measurements of the same concept yield similar results (Poli t

&

Hungler, .1978) .

Specific pi·o-

cedures for obtaining validity estimates· f0r the BOMM are discussed
later in the Methodology section of this research report.
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Cha;pter

4

METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter will
and test the BOMM.

f~rst

describe the research design used to develop

This is followed by specification of the sample

selection criteria and a description of the sample population.

Finally,

the research method is explained including description of the research
instruments and the data collecting (testing) procedures.
Design
A descriptive design was used to develop and test the BOMM.

The

BOMM was designed to measure motives based on what a person does or
tries .to do or the behavioral points at which he wants t.o be.

This

behavioral approach differs from projective and attitudinal approaches
in that the latter solicits what a subject thinks, likes or dislikes,
not· necessarily what he or

~he

does ..

Since the ultimate concern of

this investigation is ·with definable behavior that represents an
expression of power in the organizational setting, it is believed
that asking subjects what they do or attempt to do will result in a
more accurate measurement with less response bias than approaches used
in other need/motive measurements.
Sample
Selection Criteria.

Since the BOMM is intended for eventual use

with nurses in organizational settings, a primary sample·selection
cri teri.on was that subjects be registered nurses with some experience
working in a hospital setting.

A second criterion was to select a

group of nurses with a wide variety of professional interests and
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experiences.

The

invest~gator

believed that a sample population meeting-

this criterion would enhance evaluation of the psychometric properties
of the research instrument.

Because this investigation involved

j_nstrument development, revision and refinement, within strict time
constraints;

a third criterion was to gain direct aecess to a sufficient

number of nurses in a single setting at the same time.

In this way,

the investigator could: 1) clarify instructions to the respondents;
2) ascertain the length of time needed to complete the instrument; 3)
receive direct feedback regarding problems encountered in completing the
instrument; 4) detect weaknesses in administration,, organization, and
d:!-stribution; 5) become aware of questions causing embarrassment,
objections or resistance; and 6) detect other technical difficulties in
time to make necessary revisions (Fox,& Ventura, 1983).
Since motives are primarily intrinsic in nature and believed to
be acquired as a part of one's cultural development (McClelland, 1961),
it. was deemed unnecessary to use a clinical population to conduct this
initial investigation of the BOMM.
Demographics.

As noted earlier, Part I of the BOMM was designed to

provide descriptive and demographic data.

Subjects were asked to check·

the appropriate categories under nine headings:

sex, age, marital status,

present position, years in present position, basic educational prepar- ·ation, highest degree held, major nursing area, and highest degree
received.

In general, the sample included a relatively young group of

Bachelor's-prepared nurses, working either full-time or part-time in a
variety of nursing areas.

·A summary of specific demographic· inf.or-

mation is presented in Table I.

Only those variables.for which·
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responses. were received· are· included in this·Table.

See Appendix A

for the complete- demographic ·sheet· used in this-study.
Table 1
Demographic Characteristics by Percentages
Registered Nurse Sample (N
1. SEX

8% - male
92% - female
100%

3. MARITAL STATUS
38% - single
54% - married
8% _. divorced
100%
5. YEARS IN PRESENT POSITION
38% - 0-1
38% - 2-3
4% - 4-5
8% - 6-7
12% - no response

lOO%
8. NURSING AREA
12% . . . Ambulatory Care/
Psychiatry

4% - Ambulatory Care/
General Medicine

21%
33%
8%
21%
100%

*

-

ICU/CCU

2. AGE

= 26) ·
42% - 20-29 or below
46% - 30-39
12% ·- 40-49
100%

4. PRESENT POSITION
17%'- supervisors
46% - staff nurses
33% - other
4% - no response
100%

6. BASIC NURSING TRAINING
33% - diploma
34% A.D.
33% - B.S. or B.A.
100%

1· HIGHEST DEGREE HELD
100% -·B.S. or B.A. in Nursing
9- YEAR
17%
46%
37%
100%

HIGHEST DEGREE RECEIVED

- 1960-1969
- 1970-1979
- 1980-1983

Medical/Surgical
Psychiatry
Other

Percentages were rounded to nearest whole number.
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This convenience sample included 24 females ( 92%) and 2 males ( 8%) •.
Nursing is still predominantly female and these percentages were
fairly representative of the sex composition of the profession today
(Clayton, 1983).
years of age..

This group was relatively-young, 88% were under 40

The majority of the· subjects were married . (54%), 38%

were single and 8%.were divorced.

As would be expected, a greater

percentage (46%) of the participants were employed as staff·nurses
than·were employed in other positions.

Thirty-three percent of the

respondents indicated "other" as their present position.
"other" included

The 33%

4 instructors and 4 students; 3 of the students

indicated that "staff nurse" was their last held position and 1 indicated "supervisor" as the last position held.
In as much the BOMM was designed for eventual use within the
hospital setting, employment status was not requestedo

However, for

future use of the instrument with random samples or student populations,
·it may. be desirable to include this demographic variable with ranges,
i.e., not employed, employed full-time in· nursing, .employed part-time
in nursing, not in nursing.

The majority of the respondents (72%) had

been in their present position less than 4 years ..
response" to this category.

This was probably

There was 12% ·"no

a result

of the "other"

_responses in Category.4.
The sixth category of the demographic section described the subjects basic education preparation.

Basic preparation was almost evenly

distributed ~ 33% diploma prepared, 34% Associate Degree, and 33%
\

Bachelor of Science Degrees.
~egrees.

All participants (100%) held Bachelor's

This would not be expected in the average nursing organ-
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izational setting.
of nursing areas.

As anticipated, this group worked in a wide variety
The greatest frequency was 8 ·(33%) working in

medical-surgical areas.

Twenty-one percent of the sample indicated

work experience in areas other than the choices offered; these
included pediatrics, gypecology, obstetrics, and emergency care.

A

number of subjects ·recommended the addition of one or more of these
areas.

Such omissio·ns can be attributed to the investigator's use of

a Veterans Administration Medical Center as a frame of reference.
Therefore, all recommendations from the participants were considered.
Suggestions were incorporated into the final version of the BOMM and
are believed to increase the generalizability of its·use across organizational settings.

See Appendix C for this final version of the BOMM's

demographic data form.
_______________ The final demographic catego:;ry requested the year subject's highest degree was received.

Based on the findings of a research study

which indicated a difference in students nurses' nDom and nAch in 1975
than had been.shown in the 1960's (Gilbert, 1975), the investigator
believed that this demographic category might elicit data relating to
nurses' ·motives and the date of their basic professional education.
Congruent with subjects' age patterns, over 83% of the participants in
this study received their Bachelor's Degree within ten to twelye years
prior to this investigation.
Instruments
Two instruments were used in this study:

the Behavioral-Oriented

Motive Measurement (BOMM) and the Manifest Needs Questionnaire (MNQ)
(Steers·& Braunstein, 1976). A detailed description of the MNQ is
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found in the Literature Review section of this report.

A copy of

the MNQ is found in Appendix D.
The MNQ was employed for comparison in this investigation
because it was believed,; based on the literature, to represent the
most brief and objective instrument for measuring motivational
needs in an organizational setting.

Coefficient alphas for its

need scales ( nAch, nAff, and nDom) were reported. at .. 66, . 56, and

.83, respectively.

Given the type of measure (needs or motives),

these results indicated acceptable levels of internal consistency
(Steers & Braunstein, .1976).

Highly acceptable levels of test-

retest reliabilities were reported for the three scales ( r's

= .72,

. 75 , and . 86) .
The entire MNQ was published in the Journal of Vocational
Behavior (Steers & Braunstein,

i976).

The principal researcher,

Richard M. Steers, gave this investigator permission to copy and use
the measurement in this investigation·.
Data Collection
The data collection procedures for this investigation included
three phases.

Phase I involved. the collection of data for estimating

content validity of the BOMM.

Phase II constituted information

gathering for the'estimation of internal consistency reliability and
convergent validity.

This phase also focused on technical

revisio~. s

...

and refinements.

Phase III involved procedures for estimating

test reliability or stability of the instrument.

'

.-.
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Phase I:. Content Validity.

Since the BOMM represents a different

approach "to motive measurement, content validity was a primary consideration.

The intent here was to determine the degree to which the con"

tent of each item adequately represented the motive it purported to
measure.

There are.no objective methods for assuring the adequate

content representation of an instrument (Polit & Hungler, ·1978).
fore content validity was necessarily based on judgement.

There-

Efforts in

this area began in review sessions with experts as previously described
in the Instrument Construction section of this report.
other procedures were used.

In addition, two

First, the item content of the BOMM was

critiqued by 6 nursing administration graduate students who were close
to completing their curriculums.

They were asked to match a list of

behavioral statements (which constituted the items of" the BOMM) with a
separate list of motives as defined by McClelland.

In addition, students

were asked to comment on. the relevancy and clarity of each statement.
Instructions to these judges.and copies of their working lists are
presented .in Appendix E.
The second procedure involved submitting the BOMM to a group of 3
nursing administrative experts.

They further critiqued its content and

judged the appropriateness of each item.

A copy of their instruction

packet is found in Appendix F.
Phase II.

In this phase of data collection, the investigator

administered the BOMM and the MNQ to a convenience sample of 26 nursing
graduate students in a classroom setting.

Participation in the ptudy

was voluntary and all procedures met the requirements of the univers.ity's
Human Subjects Committee.

The proposal for the study was reviewed by the
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Human Research Committee and categorized as exempt research.

A. copy

of the committee's approval for this study is located in Appendix G.
Safeguards ensuring· confidentiality and_anonymity were explained and
included as a part of the cover sheet for each instrument. (Appendix H)
Permission for the conducting-of the study was received from the Dean
of the School of Nursing and the instructors; and subjects voluntary
completion of the questionnaire constituted their informed consent.
Subjects

~.,rere

also. offered the opportunity to receive feedback on .the

study's findings.
After distribution of the instruments, the investigator read the
instructions aloud and subjects were allowed the opportunity for questions.
Several items in the demographic section were clarified.

Subjects were

instructed···to use their present or last held jobs as a frame of reference
when responding to both questionnaires.

They were told that the instru-

ment was still being refined and that their comments would be helpful.
The average completion time was.lO to 12 minutes for Parts I and I I of
the BOMM and 5 to 7 minutes for the MNQ.

A coding dictionary was form-

ulated·and subject responses were entered into the computer for statistical
analysis including internal consistency·reliability and convergent validity
estimates.

Finally, subj.ects verbal and written comments were evaluated

and incorporated for technfcal revisions and refinement of the BOMM.
Phase 3: Test-Retest Reliability.

The major purpose of Phase III

procedures was to gather data for test-retest reliability estimates.
Three weeks foiiowingthe first test administration, the BOMM was administered in a classroom setting to 16
.

graduate nursing students who

.

were available from the initial sample population.

Due to

rigi~

time
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'33constraints, the revised version of the BOMM (Appendix B) was administered
during this phase. -Therefore,. in order to obtain valid stability
measures,· _revised items .were excluded from t'est--retest analysis.

This

·;

phase of methodology als6 included estimation of internal consistency
·reliability .of the revised version of the BOMM.

Again, all procedures

met requirements of the University's Human Subjects Committee.
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DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter includes a discussion of the results of content validity
procedures and presentation of statistical analysis of data) assessing the
reliability and validity of the BOMM.

Revisions based on data analysis

are described and results are summarized and discussed.

Limitations of

thi·s study are· also included·.
Content Validity
In general, experts' assessments of
high content validity.

the·BOW~

were positive, indicating

The procedure to determine whether or not each

behavioral statement representing a. BOMM item could.be.matched with one·
of the three motive subscales (power, achievement, affiliation), resulted
in 77% to 100% respondent accuracy.

Instructions for this matching pro-

cedure are located in Appendix E and results of the procedure are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Respondents Matching of Behavioral Statements (Items)
With Appropriate Motive (Subscale)
Percent of Items Classified Accurately
Power

= 13)

Achievement
(# = 11)

Affiliation
(# = .11)

Respondent 1

92% *

100%

100%

Respondent 2

84%

90%

100%

Respondent 3
Respondent 4

100%

90%

100%

92%

100%

100%

Respondent 5
Respondent 6

77%

82%

100%

100%

100%

100%

(#

Total (Average)

91%

100%
94%
*Percentages. are· rounded , to· neares;t . _wh_ol:e ..
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Of the 13 power items on the BOMM, respondents matched 10 to 13

(77% to

100%)~

in accordance with the .investigator's classification of

items. _A copy cif this item ·classification is included in Appendix F.
Power items matched inconsistently were numbers 9, 23, and 26.

Two

respondents matched.item 9 with the affiliation motive, one respondent
grouped 9, 23, and 26 with affiliation and one respondent indicated that
items 9 and 23 were inapplicable.

A rationale given for the matching

of these items with affiliation was that pers6ns concerned with maintaining friendly relations would be less ·likely to openly admit an 6ppos:....
ing viewpoint· on a controversial issue and more likely, ·theref.ore, to
compromise.

These findings suggest that i terns 9, 23, and 26 entailed

some degree of ambiguity and item-overlap.

On the average, achievement

statements were matched with their designated motive
The only items inconsistently grouped were

4 and 16.

94% of the time.
Item

4 was matched

with the power motive by one respondent and was deemed inappropriate for
either motive by another.
ment, item

The behavioral statement representing achieve-

16, was twice identifled with the· power motive.

One respondent

commented that a reversal of this item could suggest affiliation orientation.

This comment was congruent with research showing that nAch and

nAff are negatively related (Heckhausen,

1967)~

All of the statements-

designed to measure affiliation were appropriately grouped.

As noted -

above, the divergence was with the .specification of additional statements
to the motive.
Though objectivity of scoring and ease of administration are valuable
attributes of self-report measures such as the BOMM, one ·problem is the
I

difficulty in writing clear, unambiguous items which reflect distinct
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motivational constructs (Korman, 1974; Lake, Miles, & Earles, 1973).
Ambiguous items were identified and attempts were made to resolve these
problems as will be described later.

Generally, matching accuracy was

~

high and the results of this procedure represent· a judgement of high
content validity.
Another procedure for content validity ass'essrnent requested a judgement of "yes" or "no" from three nursing administration experts who
were provided with the classification of items in advance.

One expert

responded "yes" to 33 items, suggesting 94% accuracy in item classification.
The questionable items identified by this respondent were reversedachievement items, number

4 and number 12.

basis of the time parameter.

Item

4 was challenged on the

The respondent's view was that in terms of

time, achivement may be more elusive than is· commonly perceived.

She

referred to renowned achievers who endured countless disappointments before achieving their goals; the results being highly significant despite
deviations from pre-set time parameters and constraints.
challenged with the following question:

Item 12 was

"Are achievement-oriented

persons really motivated by competition?"

Though power item 14 was

judged "yes" by this respondent, a comment was that this i tern:,
stated, may

~lso

be indicative of a need for affiliation.

as

The responses

from another judge also represented 94% classification accuracy.
respondent_ questioned power items 9 and 23.

This

These items were judged in-

congruent with the power motive as defined in this study, because
"working through other people necessitates being politically savvy."
The final expert judged that all items were classified appropriately.
She suggested however that the tool may be susceptible to social
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desirab:i,li ty ..
·Overall,~

assessments.

the results of this procedure coincided. with· previous;
Suggestions froin the·judges were adopted.and assumed ·to.

-increase content validity.
Convergent:Validity·
·To assess convergent validity of.. the; :research inst·rument, · the first
test s.cores on the. 'BOMM were correlated with scores ·On another motive· measure;.
·the MNQ~ Using SPSS. guidelines (Nie," 1979), Pearson ·correlation coefficients.
.

were generated ..

Results~

shown ;i.n Table

.

3, indicate highly acceptable

degrees of association between the two .instruments fo:r.nPow (nDom) and
nAch. · The degree o.f association ·for nAff was barely· ac~eptable and did
not reaGh a level of significance.

These re·sul ts demonstrate highly

adequate convergent validity for the nPow and ·nAc~ scales.
Table 3
Pearson.Correlation Coefficients· for BOMM Subscales
(nPow, nAch, nAff) arid.MNQ Subscales (nDom, nAcli, n:Aff)
'(N

=

26)

MNQ

BOMM
nDorrr·

. ·nA_ch

nAff

nPow
nAch.··

.· 73*'

nAff

*P

=

.38·
.001

·Reliability: Internal Consistency
Reliability of· each scale of the BOM....~ was computed using·· coefficient
alphas to determine· its degree of internal consistency.
this p-rocedure are presented in Table 4 ~

The. results· _qf ·

The power motive scale had a
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. standardized. alpha of .. 71, indicB:ting_~a ·h-igh· degree. of ··homog~nity
within -this s.cale. . Item;_ total correlati<?ns· were ?-lSO. compute.d. ( S.ee
Table 5).

Of . .the 13 power· items; 9 .(69·.2%fhadaccep,table item~total

. correlation:s which·: ranged ·fr:-om . 41, to·_. 76.

These results ·indicated

shared ·strength of ·most items wi thi_n. the· power sca1e· ..: Items 6, 9, and
23 had· negative item-~ota:l·alphas' of

.-.38·, -.01, an.d -.20-? respectively~

These items did not demonstrate homogeneity.· .Computerized coefficeint.·.
alpha ·date3: ·revealed that ·deJ,:etioh of the items woul<t.result in
improved ~-t~~dardized aiphas of. ,. 76,
·item

14: also

. 73,.

and ._74.

Though positive·,

had·.a· low item total correlation (.'o4);.deletiori.wGuld

result in an improved power sc9tle alpha· of .73 ..
Table 4 ~:
Internai·Consistency for BOMM·Scale
Using··cronbach' s Alpha*·
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT

SCALE

NUMBER OF ITEMS.

-nPow

13

.71

nAch

11

.56

riAf:f

11

·.30

N =·26.
*Table·· 4 represents internal consistency analyses.
Item 26 had· the ·l·owest acceptable i tern-total: correlation,.. but computer
analys;i.s did not reveal-

~that

the power alpha could be·· improved by its

deletion. ··These ·findings ··~ere strikingly ·congruent with the results ·of
content validity assessment; par,ticularly with reference to i terns 9 and
23~

The only power item.that had not been previously_ J~dged as· problem-

atic was nuniber. 6~

These data att:est to the significance of. the,con-

t.ent. validity procedures of this investigation ...
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Table 5
Reliability Estimates for Internal Consistency
of BOMM .Power_Motive Items
(N
POWER MOTIVE ITEMS ·

ITEMS TOTAL CORRELATIONS

ALPHAS OF ITEM DEFINED

.67
-75
.72
.69
.13
.63
.65
.68
.74
.68
.62
.66
.67

.47
-.38
-.01
.34
.04

5
6
9
11
14
17
20
22
23
26
27
29
31

= 26)

-75
.68
.47
-.20
.41
-7J
.46
.54

Stan4ardized Alphas Total Power Scale: .71 ·
Coefficient alphas for the achievement and affiliation scales were

.56 and .30, respectively.

These· results, shown in Table 4, reveal that

while the nAch scale demonstrated an acceptable level of internal consistericy, the reliability coefficient for the nAff scale was unacceptable.

The most problematic ·items for the nAch scale were 4 and 24, both

with i tem-.total correlation of -. 30.

Data revealed that deletion of these

items would improve the scale alpha to .73.

Unfortunately, time

limit~

ations·precluded any attempt to _extensively analyze and revise the
nAch and nAff scales.

While these scales represent important components

of the BOMM, a priority was to enhance reliability of the scale representing the major study variable, the power motive.
Revisions.

Based on the first BOMM test results, sample feedback,
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reliability ··and validity e.s·tirnates and content validity assessments,
·.

·.

,,

'-

-,

'

several . changes. were made . in the. power .motive scale. . Aft'er. careful
•.

''

'.

.

'

·.-

analysis of· all.results arid findings, items 9,- 14, and. 23, were.
·elimihat.ed and item 6 was re~orded.

The r~vised and ,second ·testing

. version· of· the· BOMM · is. presented in· Appendix B ·as "The Choice of .
Action Scale".
The revised version of the BOMM: was tested ·using 16 subjects fro~
·the original. sample, population.
tha~

Analysis

o!

the?e test' scores revealed

instrument revisions significantly enhanc·ed reliability of the

power motive sca·le.

Coefficient alpha for· -internal consistency was in...;.

creased:: from . 71 to· .78. Item-total correlations improved· and all negative
correlations were . ei1minated excep~ a .-...t;4 ·for· reworded i te·m 6 •. This
alpha, however, represented

a considerable improvement in·the item-total

correlation from the first· to. the. :second test
analysis of. the BOMM

~lso

administration~

This repeat

confirme?-· the·· strong homogeneity of powe·r i terns

that were not revised.. The overall achievement scale alpha improved to . 73.
Test-Retest·· Reliability
Another

pur.pos~

of the second..test administration. ·described in the .

previous session,·was.to determine test~retest reliabilft'ies.
time constraints, reliability estimates were based

on

unchanged items,

rather than ·on the·. entire instrument. as'· first. administered~
limitation as w~ll ·as:_ a decrease in. sample stze. ·from

Due to

·26

This

on. first test

time tn · 16 on· the ·se.cond:, must· be. considered. in .the int~rpretation o:f
the. results of this

procedur~ •.. Test-re.te·st

reliability . coefficients .

for the power) ' achievement' and. affiliation scales were· .50' ·..Jl, and .10'
respectively.

These.firtdings indicate reasonable. stability of the. power
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motive scale and compares favorably with stability coefficients of other
motive measures (Korman, 1974).

The achievement and affiliation scales, .

however, did not demonstrate adequate stability over time .. The low correlations between the two sets of scores for these scales are-difficult.
to interpret.

Low test-retest reliabil-ity of a particular scale can arise

from changes in the overall test structure and a decreased sample population,
just as easily as from instability of the phenomena measured or unreliability
·inherent within the

sca~e

(Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969).

Summary and Discussion: Testing Results
The BOMM has demonstrated encouraging potential for future use as a
research instrument..

Given the type of measure, the power and achieve-

ment scales exhibit high ·content validity, very acceptable levels of
convergent validity and a high degree of· internal consistency.

Though

the nPow scale demonstrat-ed. a reasonable degree of stability, extensive
and more controlled attempts ·are ne.eded to establish test-retest relia·bility of the instrument as a whole.
The nAff scale did not exhibit acceptable levels of reliability
and validity.

The reasons for these results and the nature of the

problems associated with this scale were not revealed in this investigation.

Though it was judged to have high content validity and feed-

back regarding wording and clarity of the items was popitive, statistical
results were consistently poor.

This discrepancy between the results of

subjective validity procedures versus statistical analysis may suggest
that the items were too obvious or transparent, and therefore more
prone to response set and social desirability.

It is concluded therefore

that the. nAff scale warrants critical evaluation for extensive revision
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or possible deletion.
The results of this initial reliability and validity study

appear

to indicate that with revisions and further research, the BOMM could
represent a sound
nurses.

for examining the power motive of individual

measur~

Despite such implications, however, limitations of the ·investi-

gation must be recbgnized.

Several limitations are elaborated in the

-section 'that follows .
.Limitations
This study had several limitations.

First, generalizations re-

garding the instrument's reliability and validity are limited to the
population represented by the student sample.

Second',, it is recognized

that the; s-ample of. graduate nurse student·s· ·used· does not·. ·represent
the typical nurse.

Only

4%

of employed nurses in the

post baccalaureate degrees (Hanson & Chater, 1983).

Uni~ed

States hold

One must anticipate,

therefore, that this small convenience sample of students may possess
certain distinguishing characteristics.

Finally, in ahy attempt to

measure motives, some indefiniteness about what is being measured must
be admitted.

What is measured is always 'the resultant of numerous

complex influences (Murray, 1938).

This investigation has been limited

by the difficulty of controlling a number of factors which may affect a
motive measurement.

These were described by Murray as: the level of

diffuse energy of the subject, general intelligence, special abilities,
degree of inhibition, and knowledge of numerous presenting situations
that may influence subject response.

Expression of the power ·motive

is particularly influenced by social norms (McClelland, 1975).
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.Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The primary focus of this investigation was the construction and
initial validation of
achievement, and

an~bjective

af~iliation.

tool to measure three

moti~es:

power,

Heasurement of the power motive of

individual nurses is believed by the investigator to represent a pragmatic approach to power research in nursing.

An instrument entitled,

The Behaviqr-Oriented Motive Measurement (BOMM), was designed by the
investigator as an alternative to existing motive measurements which
seem impractical for use by nurses in organizational settings.
The conceptual framework was based on the theoretical underpinnings
-of McClelland's (L955, 1975) need theory.

One of the basic assumptions

underlying this theory, is that individuals have motives that can be
studied as arousers and directors of behavior (Murray, 1938).

Deviating

from McClelland's TAT methodology that examines the way a person thinks,
the BOMM was designed to examine what a person does or tries to do.
Research of the literature revealed that the power motive is dichotomized into two

dimension~:

(McClelland, 1970).
power.

personal power and socialized power

The focus of this investigation was on socialized

Research has shown that the power motive is associated with

leadership and effective management (Winter & Stewart, 1975}; the
afiev:ement: motive is associated' with entreprenuership' high academic

a~hievement, invention and creation (McClelland, 1953, 1961) and the
a~filiation

motive is associated with friendliness, nurturing, socializing,

a d helping (McClelland, et al, l9t)J; Sid & Lindgren, 1981).

The liter-

at re review further revealed that attempts to measure McClelland's
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trichotomy of needs have encountered several difficulties including:
ambiguity, complicated time-consuming administrations, and subjectivity and inconsistency in scoring.
The BOMM addresses a number of these difficulties.

It is brief,

concise, easy·to admini'S'ter and amenable to objective scoring.
is designed on a Likert-type response scale.

It

The first testing

version consisted of 35 items and the final version consisted of 32
items.

For the most part, results of the initial reliability and

validity studies that were conducted during this investigation were
encouraging.

Though critical evaluation or deletion of the nAff

s·cale is recommended, the nPow and nAch scales demonstrated very
promising potential for future research and refinement.
Implications for Further Research
·The development of a new instrument necessarily has implications
for further research (Schroeder, 1981).

This investigation represents

only the first step in a validation process; several lines of reliability
and validity have not been examined.

There is a need to extend

test~

retest reliability studies; as well as analysis of item-total correlations for reliability within all scales; particularly the nAff scale.
Rewording or deletion of additional items might be warranted.
·construct nor discriminant validity has been examined.

Neither

Since the BOMM

is intended to measure individual motive differences using several
scales within the same instrument, research:. in these areas could be
very useful.

Testing for social desirability in responses is also

recommended.
_After further study and validation of the BOMM, correlates of the
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power motive can be explored in a variety of-work settings.

Once the

research results can reasonably assure that the instrument is measuring
the intended motives, the BOMM could be used to provide information
for the selection and placement of individuals in organizational
positions._
of the power

An initial .approach may be to conduct a descriptive analysis
motiv~

izational settings.

of professional nurses and others across organIn view of increasing _organizational trends toward

decentralization with accountability- for decision making at the unit
level, objective instruments, like the BOMM could be used to explore
relationships between the power motive and effective unit leader
management.

Furthermore, as expanded nurse roles emerge as a result

of organizational-growth, differentiation and specialization, valid
measures of the power motive could be useful to nurses in the selection
of a career and setting to coincide with their power profiles.
In conclusion, this investigation which represented construction
and initial validity testing of the BOMM resulted in promising outcomes.
The BOMM has potent·ial for further revision and testing; and subsequent use for power research in organizational set.ting.s.
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APPENDIX A
First Testing Version of

BOM~~
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Part II
Below are

thirty~five

statements which describe various actions or

choices that people make in various situations.

Place an (x) in the

box to the right of each statement that comes closest to describing
how the statement applies to you.
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l. I go out of my way to meet people and make friends.

2. I try to perform better than others in most
situations.

3.· Given a choice,
with

4.

I would work in a group. cooperating

others~_rather

than work by myself.

A strict time schedule is not very important to me

regardless of the expectations of others.

5.

I accomplish a lot by capitalizing on the strengths
of others.

6.

I tend to influence others more than others influence
me.

7·· I perform better in work. situations that allow me
self direction.

8. Jobs that primarily involve the accomplishment of
difficult individual tasks are the ones I tend to
seek out.

-

9. I compromise my point of view when others become
impatient with me.
10. I make a point of keeping in close touch with the
activities and interests of my friends.
11. Organizing and directing the activities of others is
important to me.

I
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12. I generally avoid activities that give me a feeling
of competition.
13. I am very attentive to the feelings of others in
group situatio9-s.

14. ·Generally, I ·do not strive for control in group
situations.
15 . I am some,vha t slow in making new friends .

16. In order to get a task done right, I do it myself.
17. I seek out an active role in leading group activities.

1---+--1---+--+---1

18. I tend to become bound by strong loyalties to friends
or organizations.

19. I have no difficulty saying "no" to other people.
20. I tend to involve myself in those decisions that
affect other people.
21. I work hard at everything I undertake until I, above
all, am satisfied with the res~lts.
22. The activities that I perform best are those that
maintain control in group situations.

23. I am slow to express ·my opinion on a controversial
subject.
24. Others tend to haye higher expectations of me than I
have of myself.
25. I tend to enjoy work more than I enjoy play.

26. I argue my point of view against others with zest.
27. I tend to seek out jobs that primarily involved
influencing the activities of a number of individuals.

+--+--~~--,_--1
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28. I am driven from·:within to make greater and greater
efforts.

29. The type of decisions I prefer to make are those that
establish what I think is the best way to do something.

30. I accept social invitations rather than stay at home
alone.

31. I maintain discipline in a group with little
difficulty.·

32. I tend to seek out jobs that primarily involve
establishing and maintaining friendly relationships
with others.

33. It takes me a while to feel at ease around strangers.
34. I set challenging goals for myself without
encouragement ·from others.

35. Promoting good feelings when I'm with others is
very important to me.
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Appendix B

CHOICE OF ACTION SCALE
Below are thirty-five statements which describe various actions or
/

choices that people make' in various situations.

Place an (x) in the

box to the right of ·each statement that comes closest to describing
how the statement applies to you . . Please check only one block for
each item and do not skip items.

1. I go out of my way to meet people and make friends.
2. I try to perfo"rm better than others in most situations.

~-+--+-~--~~

3. Given a choice, I. would work in a group, cooperating
with others rather than work by myself.

4. A strict time schedule is not very important to.me
regardless of the expectations of others.

5. I accomplish a lot by capitalizing on the strengths
of others.

6. I tend to influence the activities of others.

7. I perform better in work situations that allow me
self direction.

8. Jobs that primarily involve the accompl·ishment of
difficult individual tasks are the one I tend to seek.

9. I make a point of keeping in close touch with the
activities and interests of my friends.
10. Organizing and directing the activities of other is
important to me.
11. I generally avoid activities that give me a feeling
of competition.

r--+--+--+--~--1
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12. I am· very attentive to the feelings of others in
group situations.
13. I·am somewhat slow in making new friends.

14. In order to get a task done right, I do it myself.
15. I seek out an active role in leading group activities.

~-+~+-~--4---1

16. I tend to become bound by strong loyalties to friends
or organizations.

17. I have no difficulty saying "no" to other people.
18. I tend to involve myself in those decisions that
affect other people.

19. I work hard at everything I undertake until I, above
all, am satisfied with the results.
20. The activities that I perform best are those that
maintain control in group situations.
21. Others tend ~o have higher expectations of me than I
have of· myself ..
22. I.tend to enjoy work more than I enjoy play.

23. I argue my point of view against

o~hers

with zest.

24. I tend to seek out jobs that primarily involve
influencing the activities of a number of individuals.
25. I am driven from within to make greater and. greater
efforts.

26. The type of decisions I prefer to make are those
that establish what I think is the best way .to do
something.

27. I accept social inviiations rather than stay at home
alone.

+-~--4-~--4--4
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28. I maintain discipline in a group with little
difficulty.

29. I tend to seek out jobs that primarily involve
establishing and maintaining·friendly relationships
with others.

30. It takes me a while to feel at ease around· strangers.
31. I set challenging goals for myself without
.encouragement from strangers.

32. Promoting good feelings with others is very
important to me.
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APPENDIX C
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Appendix C
Revised Demo~raphic Sheet.
Final version of Part I of
the BOMM.

Part I
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Please provide the

fo~;Lowing

information about yourself as it will

assist in the description of the sample population and in the statistical
analysis of the data for this study .
.-

Directions: Please write in or check (x) the most appropriate response.
1. Sex:
\

Male
Female

7. Basic Nursing Education:
Diploma
A.D.
B .S. N. or B • A. N.

\

"---~

\

20-29 or belo\v
39-39

2. Age:

~0-49

50-59
60 or above
3. Marital Status:·
Single
.Married
Divorced/Separated
Widowed
Never Married

4. Present Position:

-

Supervisor
Head Nurse
Staff Nurse·
Clinical. Specialist
- Nursing Instructor
Other (Specify)'

5. Number of Years in Present
Position:

6. Total Years of Nursing
Experience:

8. High.est··Degree. Held:
Diploma
A.D.
B.S.N. or B.A.N.·
B.S. or B.A., Other Field
Mast·ers, Nursing
Masters, Other Field
Doct-orate

9. Ma.jor Nursing Area:
Ambulatory Care
a. Psychiatry
b.. General··Nedicine
ICU/CCU
Hedical/Surgical
OB/GYN
Pediatrics
Geriatrics
Psychiatries
Operating Room
Recovery· Room
Emergency Room

=

10. Year Highest Degree Received:
1940-~949

1950-1959
1960-1969
1970-1979
1980-1983

or earlief
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APPENDIX D
Manifest Need Questionnai:::-e (MNQ)
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Appendix D-

MANIFEST NEED QUESTIONNAIRE (MNQ)
Below are 15 statements _which describe various act~ons of choices
that people make in vartous situations. Place an (x) -in the box to
the right of each statement that comes closest to describtng how the
statement applies to you.
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1. I do my best work when my job assignments are
fairly difficult.
2. When I have a choice, ·r try _tp work in a group
instead of by myself.

3. I seek- an active role in the leadership of a group.

4 ·- I try very hard-- to- improve-- on- my- pas-t-. .perform-

ance- -at--work-.---

---

5. I pay a good deal of attention to the feel-ings
',of others at work.

6. I avoid trying to influence those around me to
see things my way.

7. I take moderate_risks and stick my neck out to

./

get ahead at work.

8. I prefer to do my own work and· let others do theirs.

9. I find myself organizing and directing the
activities of others.
10. I try to avoid any added responsibilities on my job .
11. I express my disagreements with others openly.

I

12. I strive to gain more control over the events

around me at work.

13., I try to perform better than my co-workers.-

14.

I find myself talking to those around me
about non-business related matters.

15. I strive to be "in command" when I am working

. in a group.
Steers, R.

&

Braunstein, D.

I
Journal ofVocational Behavior 2_,_ 251-266 (1976)
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APPENDIX E
Content Validity: Procedural Instructions to Judges

Power Motive·

Appendix E

CONTENT VALIDITY:

PROCEDURAL INSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES

Based on your expertise in·nursing administration and your knowledge of McClelland's motivational needs, you are being asked to
judge a newly developed motive measurement for content validity.
Attached.are 1) a list of behavioral statements which constitute
items on the measurement and 2) a list of motive definitions. Please.
read each list carefully, then try to link each statement with a
respective motive.
.sheet.

You may use the back of this instruction

Please add any other comments you may have regarding the

clarity and· appropriatenesp of these statements.
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BEHAVIORAL STATEMENTS
BOMM Item
Represented
I set challenging goals for myself without encouragement from other.
I go out of my way

~o

meet people and make friends.

Promoting good feelings when I'm with others is very
important to me.
I try to perform better than others in most situations.
I am driven from within to make greater and greater efforts.
It takes me a while to feel at ease around strangers.
Given a choice, I would work in a group cooperating
with others, rather than work by myself.
I tend to seek out jobs that primarily involve establishing and maintaining friendly relationships with
others.
A strict time schedule ts not· very important to me
regardless of the expectations of others.
I maintain discipline in a group with little difficulty.
I accomplish a lot by capitalizing on the strengths of
others.

34
l

35
2

28
·33

3
32

4
31

5

I accept social invitations rather than stay at home alone.

.30·

I tend to seek out jobs that primarily involve influencing
the activities of a number of individuals ..

27

I tend to influence others, more than others influence me.

6

I make a point of keeping in close touch with the activities
and interests of my friends.

10

The type of.decisions I prefer to make are those that
~stablish what I think is the best way to do something.

29

I gen 1rally avoid activities that give me a feeling of
. mpeti tion.

12
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BOMM Item
Represented
I perform better in work situatiGns that allow me
self direction.

7

I work hard at everything I undertake until I,
above all, am satisfied with the results.

21

I tend to enjoy work more than I enjoy play.

25
8

Jobs that primarily involve the accomplishment of
difficult individual tasks are the ones I tend
to seek out.
I am very attentive to the feelings of others in group
situations.

)

13

I am somewhat slow in making new friends.

15

I am slow to express my opinion on a controversial subject.

23

In order to get a task done right, I do it myself.

16

I have no difficulty saying "no" to other people.

19

I compromise my point of view when others become impatient
with me.

9

·others tend to have higher expectations of me than I have
of myself.

24

I seek out an active role in leading group activities.

17

The activities that I perform best are those that maintain
control in group situations.

22

Organizing and directing the activities of others is
important to me.-

11

I tend to become bound by strong loyalties to friends
or organizations.

18

Generally, I do not strive for control in group situations.

14

I argue my point of view against others· with zest.

26

I tend to involve myself in those decisions that affect
other people.

20
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'APPENDIX F
Content Validity: Experts' Instruction Packet
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Appendix F
CONTENT VALIDITY: EXPERTS' INSTRUCTION PACKET
Instructions
As an expert in Nursing Administration, you·are being asked to
estimate the content validity of Welcher's Behavior-Or.iented Motive
Measurement ( BOMM) .
First,·read the definition of the three types of motivational needs:
1) need for power, 2) need for achievement, and 3) need for affiliation.
Need for power (n Power) - The desire to have an impact to be
strong and influential; the desire to influence others to·
accomplish goals.
The need for

po~..,rer

sociali~ed pow~r

has been dichotomized into two dimensions:

and personal power.

The focus of this measure-

ment, socialized power, has been manifested by behaviors that
influence others to meet ·organizational goals.

(Personal

power has been associated with personal dominance or aggression.)
Need for achievement (n. Achievement) - The desire to do things well
and to make individual accomplishments without irtvolving others;
an economizing drive to do things better.
Need for affiliation. (n Affiliation) - The desire for love and warm
personal relations with others; concern with making and having
friends.
Secondly, read each i tern on the
of Items".

BOMr~

and the attached ''Classification

Decide whether or not each item represents the classified

motivational need as described above.

Place a "Y" in front of the item

if it does, and an "N'' in front of it if it does not.

Include any

comments that you may have in relation to your decision.
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. Appendix F
CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS

("R" denotes reverse scoring.)
n Power Items

R
R

R

5. I accomplish a lot by capitalizing on the strengths of others.
6. I tend to influence others, more than·other influence me.
9. I compromise my point of view when others become impatient with me.
11. Organizing and directing the activities of others is important to
me.
14. Generally, I do not strive for control in group situations.
17. I seek out an active role in leading group activities.
20. I tend to involve myself in those decisions that affect other
people.
22. The activities that I perform best are those that maintain control
in group situations.
23. I am slqw to express my opinion on a controversial subject.
26. I argue my point of view against others wi t;h zest·.
27. I tend to seek out jobs that primarily involve influencing the
activities of a. number of individuals.
29. The type of decisions I perfer to make are those that establish
what I·think is the best way to do something.
31. I maintain discipline in a group with little difficulty.

n Achievement Items
R

R

R

2. I try to perform better than others in most situations.
4. A strict time. schedule is not very important to me regardless of
the expectations of others.
7. I perform better in work situations that allow me self-direction.
8. Jobs that primarily involve the accomplishment of difficult
individual tasks are the ones I tend to seek out.
12. I generally avoid activities that give me a feeling of competition.
16. In order· to get a task done right, I do it myself.
'
21. I work hard at everything I undertake until I, above all, am
satisfied with the results.
24. Others tend to have higher expectations of me than I have of myself--.
25. I tend to enjoy work.more than I enjoy play.
28. I am driven from within to make greater and greater efforts.
34. I set challenging goals for my9elf without encouragement from others .
. n Affiliation Items
1. I go out of my way to meet people and make friends.
3. Given a choice, I would work in a group cooperating with others,
rather than work by myself.
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R

R

10. I make a point of keeping in close touch with the activities and
interests of my friends.
13. I am somewhat slow in making new friends.
18. I tend to become bound by strong loyalties to friend or organizations.
19. I have no difficulty saying "no" to other people~
30. I accept social invitations rather than stay at home alone ..
32. I tend to seek out j'~bs that primarily involve establishing and.
maintaining fri~ndly relationships with others.
33. It takes me a while to feel at ease. around strangers.
35. Promoting good feelings when I'm with others is very important
to me.

Appendix A was also part of this packet.
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APPENDIX G
Approval of Study by Human Assurance Committee
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Thomas A.-Huff, M.D.
Chairman, Human Assurance Committee
Medical College of Georgia
· Augusta, Georgia 30912
Dear Dr. Huff:
In partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Master cf
Science Degree· in Nursing, I am designing and testing a
research instrument to measure three motivational needs:
achievement) power and affiliation. The instru.'Tient is
designed in a questionnaire forma~ and entitled BehaviorOriented Motive Measurement. I plan to have twenty-six
nursing graduate students complete this questionnaire
along with another questionnaire which.purports to measure;
the same needs. To assist-in describing the sample population, demographical data is requested. However, students
will not be identified and all individual data will be
strictly confidential. It is-my belief that this study
would be exempt from Human Subjects Review, but I am submitting an abstract of the research proposal with copies
of the instruemnts for _your consent.
Sincerely)

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGI A
Apri~

To

28, 1983

Portia Welcher

REMARKS.

The Human As.surance Committee
has reviewed and approved
the attached proposal by
the EXEMPT nrocedure in accordance wi~h the ri~HS policy
and the institutional assurance
on file with the DHHS.

/XL
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APPENDIX H
BOMM Cover Sheet
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Appendix H
BEHAVIORALLY~ORIENTED

MOTIVE MEASUREMENT (BOMM)

It is well known that people differ in the way they approach
their jobs and in the

t~ings

they value.

depending on individual values.

Choices of ,action differ

By completing this questionnaire,_

you can Aelp me gain a better understanding of how nurses behave
in different situations.
This questionnaire is divided into two parts.

To assist in

describing the sample population, the first part requests information about your background.

The second· part contains thirty-

five statements that describe various choices or actions that people
make in various situations.
after each statement.

There are five possible responses

You are asked to check the response that

comes closest to expressing howeach situation applies to you.
Be as frank as possible.

Your honest responses are very

important to the validity of the study.

All information will re-

main totally anonymous and confidential.
purposes of analysis.

Data are grouped for

All questionnaires will be destroyed by the

investigator after data are analyzed.

The risks of participa.ting

in this study are minimal and involves only a possible inconvenience
related to forfeiture of 10 to 20 minutes of your time.

Portia Welcher, 1983 (c)

